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ABSTRACT: The hydrophobic attraction describes the well-known tendency for nonpolar
molecules and surfaces to agglomerate in water, controlled by the reorganization of intervening
water molecules to minimize disruption to their hydrogen bonding network. Measurements of
the attraction between chemically hydrophobised solid surfaces have reported ranges varying
from tens to hundreds of nanometers, all attributed to hydrophobic forces. Here, by studying the
interaction between two hydrophobic oil drops in water under well-controlled conditions where
all known surface forces are suppressed, we observe only a strong, short-ranged attraction with an
exponential decay length of 0.30 ± 0.03 nmcomparable to molecular correlations of water
molecules. This attraction is implicated in a range of fundamental phenomena from selfassembled monolayer formation to the action of membrane proteins and nonstick surface
coatings.
SECTION: Glasses, Colloids, Polymers, and Soft Matter

arise from adsorbed mobile molecular layers rearranging to
form charged patches on the surfaces.4,10 Further subtleties
arise if species within the hydrophobic layer can change
conformation during interaction.11 Capillary bridging by
nanobubbles formed on hydrophobic surfaces provides another
source of strong, long-range attraction:12−14 degassing the
water aﬀects the range and magnitude.13 Therefore where solid
surfaces have been rendered hydrophobic by surface
modiﬁcation, diﬀerent mechanisms, perhaps not directly related
to the molecular properties of water, seem to be responsible for
the additional attraction between such hydrophobised solid
surfaces.
On the other hand, long-range hydrophobic interactions have
never been observed in force measurements between soft
hydrophobic systems such as oil drops and gas bubbles.15,16
This disconnect suggests that the long-range forces seen
between hydrophobised solid surfaces are not directly speciﬁc
to hydrophobes per se, but nonetheless must be recognized in
addition to any intrinsic hydrophobic interaction that originates
from water structuring around extended nonpolar surfaces.5
Here, by completely suppressing the contribution from all
known forces between two well-characterized and inert oil
droplets in water, we isolate and measure the residual attraction

The hydrophobic eﬀect underpins familiar observations such as
the separation of salad dressing1 or the diﬃculty of dispersing
oil spills. It also has fundamental implications for living
organisms in determining polypeptide conformation and
cellular membrane assembly.2,3 The underlying chemistry,
characterized by the high entropic component of the
unfavorable solvation free energy of nonpolar solutes, is
attributed to water molecules rearranging themselves around
such moieties in order to maximize opportunities for hydrogen
bonding.3 How such an eﬀect is manifested in the interaction
between supramolecular to mesoscopic surfaces, of relevance
for instance, to surface engineering using self-assembled
monolayers, has driven an ongoing quest to quantify its range
and intensity.4−6
Ever since the ﬁrst experiments were conducted some 30−40
years ago,3,7 direct measurements of the hydrophobic
interaction between surfaces have largely been made by coating
smooth mica or silica substrates with organic molecular layers,
deposited by adsorption or chemical bonding from water or
organic solvents. The term ‘hydrophobic interaction’ describes
observations that deviate from the expected electrical double
layer repulsion and van der Waals attraction under the
Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek (DLVO) model of
surface forces.8 With a broad reported range from a few
nanometers up to an astonishing 650 nm,9 the experimental
situation has continued to remain “murkier rather than
clearer6”. The additional attraction has been attributed to
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and then away from each other by varying the separation, X(t),
between the cantilever and the substrate. The drive speeds
range from a quasi-equilibrium value of 0.1 μm/s to 25 μm/s,
well above Brownian velocities where hydrodynamic interactions and surface deformations are important. The maximum
displacement is set to ensure that the drops will interact and
deform. In some cases, depending on the velocity and
maximum displacement, the two drops remain distinct when
separated. In others, the drops coalesce − either while being
driven together or when they are being separated. The
measured time variation of the interaction force and the time
of drop coalescence under diﬀerent drive conditions is used to
deduce the range and magnitude of the attraction between such
‘stealth’ drops for which all known surface interactions
namely, electrical double layer (EDL) and van der Waals
(vdW) forceshave been suppressed as far as practicable (see
Supporting Information for full experimental details).
First we demonstrate how the electrical double layer (EDL)
force of electrostatic origin (Figure 2A), the van der Waals
(vdW) force of quantum electrodynamic origin (Figure 2B),
and the classical hydrodynamic force (Figure 2C) can be
selected individually to provide the sole repulsive interaction
between diﬀerent types of oil drops in aqueous electrolyte as
they are pushed together to the very moment the hydrophobic
attraction triggers coalescence.
By working at pH 3.5 with no added salt, only the EDL
repulsion operates between two PFX drops because the vdW
interaction is minimized in such drops that are index-matched
with water (Figure 2A). In contrast, by using diﬀerent oils and
working in 1 M NaNO3 electrolyte, we have only the vdW
repulsion between a pure PFO drop (refractive index 1.26) and
a pure tetradecane drop (TD, C14H30, refractive index 1.43) as
the EDL interaction is screened by the high salt concentration
(Figure 2B). In both cases, the drops are brought together at a
quasi-equilibrium speed of 0.1 μm/s (negligible hydrodynamic
force), therefore drop coalescence (indicated by solid arrows) is
triggered by the only remaining force, namely, hydrophobic
attraction, after reaching a force maximum of the order of 1 nN.
The use of the hydrodynamic repulsion between two PFX
drops to probe the hydrophobic attraction is shown in Figure
2C. The drops are driven together at 20 μm/s in 1 M NaClO4
so both vdW and EDL interactions are now suppressed. The
hydrophobic attraction induced coalescence occurs at a force
that is around 50 times higher than under quasi-equilibrium
conditions (Figure 2A,B) because of strong hydrodynamic
repulsion at a speed around 3 times the Brownian velocity of
the drops.
To analyze the results in Figure 2 using a well-established
theory of interactions between deformable drops,15,20,21
accurately quantiﬁed estimates of vdW, EDL and hydrodynamic
forces must be augmented with a model for the hydrophobic
attraction.
The free energy per unit area of two planar half-spaces of oil
separated by a ﬁlm of water, thickness D, (Figure 1A) can be
written generally as G(D) = 2γ + E(D), where γ is the oil−
water interfacial energy and E(D) is the separation dependent
interaction free energy. From thermodynamic considerations, it
must have the limiting forms: (a) E(D → ∞) → 0, since the
interaction must vanish when the surfaces are far apart, and (b)
E(D → 0) → − 2γ, because this is the zero-energy reference
state of a bulk oil material without an interface. In a stealth
system, only the hydrophobic interaction contributes to γ. The
interfacial energy of the PFX−water system is γ ≈ 50 mJ/m2

between such extended nonpolar surfaces by observing
coalescence events over a broad range of dynamic conditions.
Using a prescribed mixture of completely miscible perﬂuorooctane (PFO, C8F18) and perﬂuorobenzene (PFB, C6F6),
liquids that have refractive indices below and above that of
water, we create a mixture (PFX) that is refractive indexmatched to water. This minimizes, as far as practicable, the van
der Waals (vdW) attraction between such drops in water8a
condition that has not been exploited before in the context of
direct force measurements. By operating close to the isoelectric
point of PFX (pH 3.0)17 and under high salt concentrations, we
also suppress the electrical double layer (EDL) interaction. The
extent to which vdW and EDL interactions can be controlled is
demonstrated in Figure 1A and a visual demonstration of the

Figure 1. Perﬂuorooctane (PFO), perﬂuorobenzene (PFB), and
refractive index matched mixture (PFX) drops in water. (A)
Calculated disjoining pressure due to electrical double layer repulsion
(EDL) and van der Waals (vdW) attraction between two half spaces
(see Inset) of ﬂuorocarbon-oils across electrolyte: PFO with surface
potential 16 mV at a solution pH 3.5 and no added salt (green, dashed
line) showing EDL repulsion at large separations and vdW attraction
at small separations; PFX drops with surface potential 16 mV at a
solution pH 3.5 and no added salt (red, solid line) with EDL repulsion
but vdW attraction suppressed; PFX drops in 0.5 M salt (dotted, blue
line) with both EDL repulsion and vdW attraction suppressed. See
Supporting Information for details. (B) A schematic representation of
the force measurement experiment between two drops in the atomic
force microscope in the axisymmetric conﬁguration. The scale bar
represents 100 μm. (C) Photograph of a PFO sessile drop with
refractive index 1.26. The scale bar represents 1 mm; (D) a PFX sessile
drop with refractive index 1.33, matched to water; and (E) a PFB
sessile drop with refractive index 1.37.

degree of refractive index-matching is shown in Figure 1C−E.
The ﬂuorocarbons are over 5 times less water-soluble than their
hydrocarbon counterparts, so their interface with water is
molecularly smooth without the self-organized features that
might occur on solid substrates with adsorbed amphiphiles. The
three interfacial tensions involving PFX, water and air cannot
satisfy the Neumann triangle condition, so nanobubbles cannot
be sustained at the ﬂuorocarbon−water interface.18 Therefore
we have, as far as possible, eliminated all known interactions in
such a system of ‘stealth’ PFX drops in water and suppressed
mechanisms that might be responsible for the observed longranged attractions between hydrophobised solid surfaces.
We study the coalescence of two oil drops in aqueous
electrolyte in axisymmetric alignment, using an atomic force
microscope19 (AFM, Figure 1B). The drops are driven toward
3873
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Extending this to the PBX−water system, we assume an
exponential form for the hydrophobic interaction free energy
per unit area, EHB(D), with a decay length Do, that corresponds
to the hydrophobic disjoining pressure:
ΠHB(D) = −

dE HB
2γ
= − exp( −D/Do)
dD
Do

(1)

Predictions based on eq 1, shown as lines in Figure 2, for the
three coalescence experiments taken over AFM drive speeds
between 0.1 μm/s to 20 μm/s, all correspond to Do = 0.30 ±
0.03 nm. Clearly with the more repulsive hydrodynamic
interaction in Figure 2C, the experiment samples the more
attractive region of the hydrophobic attraction in eq 1 that
occurs at smaller separation. Thus by varying the magnitude of
the hydrodynamic repulsion by controlling the AFM drive
speed, diﬀerent parts of the function ΠHB(D) can be sampled.
Such results are summarized in Figure 3 (see also Movie 1). If
the decay length in eq 1 is increased to 1 nm, a value often
reported as the hydrophobic decay length,4−7 coalescence
would occur too early and at a much lower force as indicated by
the dashed arrows in Figures 2A−C. The drops shapes,
calculated using the well-established theory for interactions
between deformable drops (see Supporting Information for full

Figure 2. Force between oil drops in aqueous electrolyte approaching
at various speeds prior to coalescence. Measured (hollow symbols)
and calculated (line) forces are shown as functions of time. Scatter in
the data points is indicative of the experimental tolerance. Prior to
coalescence triggered by short-ranged hydrophobic attraction (down
arrows), the force is due to (A) electrical double layer repulsion
between PFX (index-matched) drops at pH 3.5 with no added salt
(radii 43 and 40 μm) approaching at 0.1 μm/s; (B) van der Waals
repulsion between a PFO and a tetradecane drop at pH 3.5 and 1 M
NaNO3 (radii 39 and 41 μm) approaching at 0.1 μm/s; (C)
hydrodynamic repulsion between two (index-matched) PFX drops in
1 M NaClO4 (radii 31 and 34 μm) approaching at 20 μm/s. Down
arrows indicate coalescence point predicted with eq 1 using a decay
length (D0) of 0.30 nm (solid arrows) or 1.0 nm (dashed arrows).
Insets: Calculated drop shapes and separation at the point of
coalescence. For full experimental parameters, refer to Supporting
Information.

Figure 3. Results of dynamic measurements of the hydrophobic
attraction using stealth drops. Two index-matched PFX drops under
stealth conditions, in which electrical double layer and van der Waals
forces are suppressed (1 M NaClO4, radii 37 and 40 μm), are driven
under two diﬀerent approach-retract cycles. Time variations of the
force, measured (ﬁlled symbols) and calculated using eq 1 (lines) are
given with the calculated separation at the axis of symmetry, h(0, t). At
a drive velocity of 6 μm/s, the two drops separated on retraction after
reaching a minimum separation of 7.2 nm (Stable, blue). At a drive
velocity of 4 μm/s, the drops coalesced (down arrow) when they
reached a minimum separation of 2.8 nm during the retraction cycle
(Coalescent, red). Down arrows indicate coalescence point predicted
with eq 1 using a 0.30 nm decay length (solid arrows) or a 1.0 nm
decay length (dashed arrows). Inset: Calculated drop shapes and
separation just before coalescence and for the stable case, at the
minimum separation that occurred during the retraction phase but
before the force minimum. For full experimental parameters, refer to
the Supporting Information.

(see Supporting Information). The Lum−Chandler−
Weeks22,23 theory of water structure at the air−water interface
predicted an exponential correlation length of 0.38 nm.
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details), just prior to coalescence are also shown as insets in
Figure 2. In the quasi-equilibrium cases, insets to Figure 2A and
2B, the drops jump into contact when the separation at the
center of symmetry reaches ∼3 nm, whereas in the dynamic
experiment at 20 μm/s (inset to Figure 2C), the drop surfaces
are predicted to form a dimple and coalescence occurs when
the separation at the dimple rim reaches ∼3 nm (see Movie 2).
The use of a power law for ΠHB(D) does not provide
agreement with experiments at all drive velocities (see Figure
4).
Thus, we see that for introduced repulsions between drops
arising from three very diﬀerent physical originselectrostatic
(EDL), quantum mechanical (vdW), and continuum hydrodynamicsin both quasi-equilibrium and dynamic measurements, the same short-range attractive force provides
quantitative agreement with the force magnitude and the
time at which coalescence occurs. This short-ranged hydrophobic attraction has a large magnitude dictated by
thermodynamic considerations, and an exponential decay
length of 0.30 ± 0.03 nm.
We also demonstrate that this short-ranged hydrophobic
attraction can trigger the phenomenon of coalescence on
separation.24 After driving the drops together for some distance
but before the drops coalesce, the cantilever on the AFM can be
reversed to separate the drops. In Figure 3, results are shown
for two index-matched PFX drops in 1 M NaClO4 electrolyte,
with both vdW and EDL interactions suppressed, subjected to
two approach-retract cycles at slightly diﬀerent velocities to
impart diﬀerent hydrodynamic interactions. Due to hydrodynamic suction, the minimum drop−drop separation is
attained shortly after the commencement of the retraction
phase.16,25 It can be seen that when the retraction speed is not
high enough, and this minimum separation falls to around 3
nm, the hydrophobic attraction triggers drop coalescence.
Again, the hydrophobic disjoining pressure in eq 1 provides
excellent agreement with the experimental results in Figure 3
(solid arrows). On the other hand, if the decay length of the
hydrophobic attraction in eq 1 is increased to 1 nm,
coalescence is predicted incorrectly for the stable case (6
μm/s), whereas for the 4 μm/s case coalescence is predicted to
occur too early (dashed arrows).
In Figure 4A, we compare the measured force at the point of
coalescence for 11 experiments with PFX drops with that
predicted using the exponential form of the hydrophobic
attraction with two diﬀerent decay lengths: 0.30 and 1.0 nm,
and with the power law with index n = 5 and 0.30 nm
characteristic length (power law hydrophobic attraction:
ΠHB(D) = −(2nγ/Do) [Do/(D +Do)]n+1; see Supporting
Information). It is evident that representing the hydrophobic
attraction by an exponential force law with a 0.30 ± 0.03 nm
decay length provides consistent, quantitative agreement with
the experimental data. An identical characteristic length was
recently found experimentally for water near sapphire surfaces
using a Brownian sampling technique, consistent with
molecular dynamics modeling studies.26
We also summarize in Figure 4B the deduced drop
separation at coalescence for 13 coalescence events during
approach or retraction, at driving speeds of up to 25 μm/s and
for PFX drops with mean radii between 25 and 50 μm.
Electrolyte concentrations of 0.5 M NaNO3, 1 M KI, or 1 M
NaClO4 were used to suppress the EDL repulsion. It is
observed that the ﬁlm thicknesses at coalescence cluster around
3 nm, as predicted by the hydrophobic attraction encapsulated

Figure 4. Force and ﬁlm thickness at coalescence and comparison of
disjoining pressures. (A) The measured force at coalescence between
two index-matched PFX drops where only the hydrophobic attraction
and hydrodynamic interaction operate compared to that predicted
using three diﬀerent forms for the hydrophobic attraction (ﬁlled
symbols): the exponential law with 0.30 or 1.0 nm decay length or a
power law24 with power index n = 5 and characteristic length 0.30 nm
given by eq 10.3 of the Supporting Information. Example error bars
indicate the typical 95% conﬁdence interval. (B) Compilation of the
deduced ﬁlm thickness directly prior to coalescence (ﬁlled and hollow
symbols), from coalescence experiments between two index-matched
PFX drops of mean drop radii: Rh = (1/R1 + 1/R2)−1, at varying drive
velocities. The electrolyte concentrations were 0.5 M NaNO3 or 1 M
3875
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Materials. Index matched PFX drops were made by mixing PFO
and PFB underwater at a mass ratio of 54:46. PFO and PFB
were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and puriﬁed by repeated
ﬂash chromatography over activated magnesium silicate
(Florisil, Sigma-Aldrich) until a stable value for the interfacial
tension with water was obtained. Deionized water was from a
Millipore Milli-Q Direct system, with a minimum resistivity of
18.4 MΩ cm. Substrates used in AFM measurements were 50
mm Petri dishes, boiled in absolute ethanol for 3 h to give a
surface with a water contact angle in air of ∼30°.
Experimental Protocols. Oil droplets were generated underwater by discharging a glass syringe containing a few microlitres
of oil in a few hundred microlitres of water. AFM cantilevers
were fabricated from silicon wafers using nanolithography with
dimensions ∼350 μm × 50 μm × 2 μm. Typical spring
constants were 0.1−0.3 N/m as measured by the Hutter and
Bechhoefer method.27 A circular gold patch (radius 22 μm) was
added at the free end of the cantilever, and hydrophobized by
immersion in 1 mM decanethiol. A PFX droplet was attached
to this hydrophobized patch by bringing the cantilever down
manually over a suitably sized droplet on the substrate. This
was then lifted up and moved over another drop in order to
perform a measurement. Experiments were arranged and
aligned using a Nikon TE2000 inverted microscope to ensure
axisymmetry; the negligible eﬀect of minor misalignment is
shown in the Supporting Information. Phase contrast
illumination was used to make the index-matched drops more
visible. AFM measurements were made using an Asylum
Research MFP-3D equipped with ARC1 controller, and
independently on a JPK Nanowizard 3. The normal (z-axis)
motion of the piezo drive was independently measured during
experiments using a linear variable diﬀerential transformer
(MFP3D) or capacitive sensor (NW3). Theoretical modeling
of experimental results is based on the Stokes−Reynolds−
Young−Laplace model that includes eﬀects of drop deformation, hydrodynamic interaction and disjoining pressure between
the interacting drops.19

KI or 1 M NaClO4. The gray band indicates the 95% conﬁdence level.
(C) Comparison of the magnitudes of the adopted exponential
hydrophobic (HB) attractive pressure, (eq 1, Do = 0.30 nm) with
(upper pane) vdW attraction and (lower pane) the DLVO disjoining
pressure for PFO drops at a surface potential of 10 mV at a solution
pH 3.2 in 1 mM 1:1 electrolyte. The hydrodynamic and Laplace
pressures correspond to drop radius 50 μm approaching at 1 μm/s and
interfacial tension 50 mN/m.

by eq 1; the time at which coalescence occurs is also predicted
accurately. Although these salts are known to be chaotropic
(KI) or kosmotropic (NaClO4), they exhibited no detectable
eﬀect on the coalescence behavior. Videos illustrating the
diﬀerent types of coalescence events for PFX drops are
provided as Movies 1 and 2.
In the upper pane of Figure 4C, we compare the range and
magnitude of the disjoining pressure due to the exponential
hydrophobic attraction with that for the vdW attraction in air−
water−air and PFO−water−PFO planar systems. A comparison
of DLVO, hydrophobic and hydrodynamic pressures, pertinent
to understanding dynamic interactions between drops, is shown
in the lower pane of Figure 4C. Drop deformation is expected
to be a signiﬁcant consideration when the magnitude of the
total pressure becomes comparable to the Laplace pressure.
This comparison illustrates how the range and intensity of
diﬀerent forces act in concert to determine the instability of
drops when the aqueous ﬁlm thins to between 2 and 4 nm.
By using pure, inert, and highly water-insoluble, hydrophobic
oils and by suppressing eﬀects due to electrostatics, van der
Waals and capillary forces, we have isolated the hydrophobic
attraction in a soft matter system. This attraction stems from
water molecules acting to minimize disruption to their
hydrogen bonding network at nonpolar surfaces. Its range
and intensity is deduced by modulating this attraction with
three diﬀerent types of repulsive forces in drop coalescence
experiments. As expected from its molecular origin, the
characteristic decay length of 0.30 ± 0.03 nm is consistent
with the molecular dimension of water and theoretical
prediction,22,23 giving rise to a very steep attraction compared
to DLVO forces. It is remarkable that at the onset of
coalescence, with critical ﬁlm thickness ∼3 nm, the hydrophobic interaction energy per water molecule in the ﬁlm is only
∼10−5 kT. Even if the same interaction energy is attributed to
only the ﬁrst layer of water molecules at the oil−water interface,
the energy per molecule is just 5 times larger. This is 2 to 3
orders of magnitude smaller than the interfacial energy of the
oil/water interface, which equates to ∼0.01 kT per water
molecule at the interface. This may explain why this
fundamental interaction has for so long evaded systematic
detection.
Given the simplicity of the system we have used, the
hydrophobic attraction observed here is expected to be
universal in water-hating systems, from the molecular to the
macroscopic. Therefore it will impact on a range of processes
from self-assembled monolayer formation to protein folding
kinetics to emulsion stability. It is clear that by accounting for
this force, more accurate models and a greater understanding of
the hydrophobic eﬀect can be attained. Furthermore, through
careful material choice, the interaction can be potentially
exploited in nanoscale devices.
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